Agenda
I. Tourneys Next Semester
   A. RSVP Dates
   B. CAO
   C. Need invites from Cornell and Binghamton – Dave will email
II. Rest of This Semester
III. Fundraising
IV. SR
V. Dues Due to National Organizations
VI. Alumni
VII. Website
VIII. Evidence CDs
IX. Army Fee Relaxation

* Andrea’s stomach is awesome
* Cailin is a little stressed out, but comparatively healthy
* Chris got a haircut
* Dave will be interesting by the end of the meeting

I. Tournament Dates Held RSVP Dates

* Andrea can’t count

   (Andrea will email dates to debaters and the dates will be put on the website.)

IV. SR
   The next meeting with Phee is 11/13/03.
   Dave will go with Chris to meeting; he will get SR.

II. Rest of Semester
   11/13 flow drills, speed drills Chris and Andrea
   11/17 INC Dave (and Andrea makes list)
   11/24 Block Writing Dave and Andrea
   12/1 Block Writing Dave and Andrea
   12/8 Practice Rounds – maverick Dave and Andrea
   12/15 ???

   (Andrea will email to make sure that no one throws away their flows)
12/1 – Chris get two rooms
12/8 – Chris get four rooms
*Balderdash is “freaking awesome”*

III. Fundraising
Alex and Sasha will design T-shirt; Andrea will email.
Should we get out the T-shirts in time for Christmas shopping? Perhaps sell them
the last week in November and the first week in December or first and second weeks in
December.
   Chris – please get Andrea the names of the T-shirt vendors by Wednesday night.
   How many should we order? Start out with 50, make sure we find out how long it
will take for them to get us more.
   Dave will find out about reserving concourse tables.

V. Dues
CEDA
   Do we want to join ADA and/or NDT? Not yet.
   Chris – talk to Phee about the $50 CEDA fee.

* Dave suddenly becomes a cool kid.

IX. Army Relaxation
   Chris talked to Sue, who doesn’t know what she’s talking about. Chris kinda
screwed up, but fee relaxation can still happen. Chris – ask Phee who check (from Army)
should be made out to. Chris will contact Reid Sawyer soon.

VIII. Evidence CD
   Cornell wants to give us CD. Randy and Mike have contact information. Dave
will email scary Jethro for invite and evidence CDs.

VII. Website
   Chris will teach Cailin how to update the website. Mike needs to get pictures to
Chris.

VI. Alumni
   Andrea will get her butt back in action.

* Cailin went from Spanish to chorus in high school.
* Chris thought today was Saturday.
* Dave thought today was Sunday because he didn’t have band.
* Andrea had a class at Smith today.
* Dave doesn’t believe in restrictions. He believes that the only restrictions that should
exist are restrictions on restrictions.